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Tidal stirring and the distribution of phytoplankton
in Long Island and Block Island Sounds
by Malcolm J. Bowman•, Wayne E. Esaias'•' and Michele B. Schnitzer•••

ABSTRACT
Phytoplankton distributions in Long Island and Block Island Sounds measured during a 1978
fall equinox cruise are interpreted in terms of tidal mixing variations and water column
stratification. A stratification depth-scaled-by-light diagram is used to quantify the preferred
physical environments of the two major morphological groups (diatoms and microftagellates).
The success of the method in clearl y distinguishing these physical regimes suggests its value as
a useful biological growth index in estuarine systems.

Introduction

Plankton patchiness in the sea is a subject of fundamental importance in marine
ecology. This patchiness arises from a variety of mechanisms such as mechanical
aggregation by convergence, behavioral response to hydrographic, light, and nutrient distributions, exclusion of certain zooplankton by phytoplankton, predatorprey interactions and schooling and swarming behavior (Okubo, 1980).
The purpose of this paper is to present some measurements of phytoplankton
abundance taken in a major, moderately stratified estuary, and to discuss horizontal
variations or patchiness in two major morphological groups in relation to some bulk
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Figure I. Coordinate system for discussion of horizontal and vertical plankton dynamics. 1bc
patch size is just critical.

parameterizations of the physical environment, viz., submarine light levels and
tidally driven turbulence. In particular, we assess the essential elements of Margalef
et al.'s (1979) phytoplankton mandala and the application of Pingree's (1978) s-kh
diagram as useful ways of characterizing and separating important factors in controlling the observed distributions.
Conceptual discussion

We consider the one dimensional equation for the exponential cell growth in a
diffusing environment with some advective influence.
as

_

Dii's

at - Bx' wheres =cell concentration
t =time
D = (constant) diffusivity
v = velocity
x = horizontal distance
a = growth rate

a(vs) +as

ax

(1)

(cell 1-1 )
(sec)
(cm2 sec- 1 )
(cm sec- 1 )
(cm)
(sec- 1 )

This equation can be applied in both the horizontal plane or in the vertical. The
effective value of D will be many orders of magnitude greater in the horizontal case
(typically 10• to 10° cm' sec- 1 ; Okubo, 1976) than in the vertical. Also, vertical
diffusivity will be a strong function of stratification and may be as low as 1 cm'
sec- 1 (Pritchard et al., 1971 ; Kullenberg, 1978) or even 0.02 cm' sec- 1 (Jacobsen,
1913; Kullenberg, 1968) within a strong pycnocline. For application of equation (1)
in the vertical, z replaces x and is positive upwards . The origin is taken at the sea
surface (Fig. 1).
In the horizontal , the velocity v is associated with a surface divergence as in
coastal upwelling, or a surface frontal convergence. In the vertical, v can be con-
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sidered a sinking velocity of negatively buoyant phytoplankton falling through the
water column (Lannergren, 1979; Bienfang, 1980). The effective growth rate, a
includes the effects of grazing and mortality (Platt, 1975; Platt and Denman, 1975).
i) v = 0. Two basic parameters emerge from the solution of (1) : the Skellam
(1951), Kierstead and Slobodkin (1953) critical length scale L e, for the case of an
absorbing boundary condition (i.e., s = 0 for x > L, where L is the radius of the
patch
L0

=1r(D/ a)' I•

(2)

and the "diffusion velocity" or population wave frontal velocity

v,=2(aD)'I•

(3)

This is the asymptotic expansion rate of a surface of constant concentration of an
unbounded patch into the surrounding fluid (Okubo, 1980).
ii) v ,,,. 0. The critical length scale changes to (Okubo, 1972)

L,

where
and

= 2>..(D/ a)' I•

A=± tan- 1 (m- 1 -J)'I •
(] -m) 1I•

m

>0

= v'/4aD

The positive sign refers to convergence and the negative sign to divergence.
Thus O < A < 1r/ 2, m > 0 for convergence, and 1r/ 2 < A < co, 0 < m
divergence.
A growing population can exist in the presence of divergence only if

<

J for

lvl < 2(aD)' I• ,
(Riley et al. , 1949) for then the critical patch size becomes infinite. In the horizontal
plane, for example, given reasonable values for a and D, a surface divergence of
only a few cm sec- 1 can disperse the strongest patch (Okubo, 1978). Conversely,
a surface convergence allows the existence of a growing patch at a reduced horizontal critical length scale. In the vertical, 2(aD)' 1• is the maximum sinking speed
allowed to maintain a viable concentration of phytoplankton in the euphotic zone.
Margalef et al. (1979) conceptualized (aD) 11• as representing "production potential" or a measure of the patch's tendency to expand into the surrounding
environment. Alternatively, in the vertical, it describes its ability to survive attrition
by diffusion and sin.king. The ( a/ D)' 1' has the dimensions of a gradient, and hence
represents the maximum wavenumber (corresponding to a minimum dimension)
that can persist for a growing population in the presence of diffusion.
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Figure 2. Margalefs phytoplankton mandala. The vertical axis is the inverse of the critical
length scale, L,. The horizontal axis is the "diffusion velocity", v,. The intersections of lines
of constant vertical diffusivity, D, and lines of constant growth rate, a, delineate the four
basic growth regimes.

Margalef's mandala

These considerations lead to the "phytoplankton mandala" which is an ecological
space defined by the population growth rate a (which implicitly is considered to be
a function of light and nutrient availability) and the intensity of turbulent mixing
which is parameterized through D. The a itself may be a function of D since
nutrient availability to the photic zone will be a function of turbulent mixing for
deep water cases.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the mandala where the ordinate is ( a / D )11•,
the abcissa is (aD)' 1', and the orthogonal intersecting straight lines (on a log-log
scale) represent isopleths of a and D . (The numerical values are for discussion only
and should not be taken too seriously but are of the order often quoted for coastal
waters.) In subsequent discussion , D refers to vertical diffusivity.
Four distinct regions emerge:
Region A) Void (low a, high D), typical of deep, mixed water where nutrient
values remain high, but average light levels are too low to allow significant produc-
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tion, i.e., the depth is greater than Sverdrup's (1953) critical mixing depth. Any
residual growth is too slow to allow sporadic cell accumulations to attain the large
critical size demanded by the high diffusivity, and thus are rapidly mixed away.
Region B) (high a, high D), typical of shoal, mixed or marginally stratified, well
illuminated water, and probably also with high nutrient concentrations. High sinking rates are allowed (-10 m day- '). The intermediate critical length scale allows
the accumulation of significant populations in spite of high diffusivity.
These are the conditions under which diatom populations would be expected to
become dominant, for example during the spring bloom, or inshore of summer tidal
frontal boundaries where stratification never becomes established.
Region C) (low a, low D), As offshore, deeper water columns stratify (and hence
D decreases) under the influences of a surface heating flux and calm weather,
nutrient limitation may reduce growth rates in the surface mixed layer, and nonmotile cells will sink fatally through the thermocline. Dinoflagellates will become
dominant.
Region D) (high a, low D), This unusual combination of conditions occurs only
in transitory situations. Examples in the literature include the deep, fjord-like bays
of northwest Spain (Margalef et al., 1956, 1978), in shallow sea frontal zones
Holligan, 1979; Seliger et al., 1979) or from the tips of headlands and islands under
certain conditions where the mixing and circulation tends to concentrate organisms
(Yentsch and Mague, 1979).
Red tides sometimes form under these conditions characterized by high light and
nutrient levels coupled with strong stratification during calm weather. In the case
of tidal mixing or headland frontal zones, a strong surface convergence plays a key
role in concentrating cells who have sufficient motility (usually dinoflagellates) to
maintain themselves in the photic zone against sinking at the front. In the dimensions of the mandala, these red tide conditions are conceptualized in terms of small
critical length scales coupled with low sinking rates. The presence of strong surface
convergence at fronts also allows a reduced horizontal critical length scale, but at
the same time requiring strong phototaxis for survival.

Pingree's a-kh diagram
While accurate growth rate estimates of a may be difficult (e.g., Falkowski,
1980), they are routinely made by biologists during primary productivity studies.
There is no easy way to measure D. Diffusivity is estimated either through difficult
tracer (e.g., dye or radio-isotope) experiments, or as an adjustable parameter in
numerical models of ocean and estuarine circulation and mixing.
Pingree has avoided this problem, and at the same time, explicitly incorporated
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Figure 3. Schematic of Pingree's s-kh diagram illustrating the conceptual equivalence with
Margalefs mandala.

the dependence of growth on light levels through his s-kh diagram. This stratification versus depth-scaled-by-light plot appears to be an effective ecological plane on
which to summarize the spring, summer and autumn production in the Celtic Sea
and English Channel (Pingree, 1978; Pingree et al., 1978).
The s is defined as
s=log,o

(c:u,),

i.e., the Simpson-Hunter (1974) stratification index, where his water column depth,
Cn is a dimensionless frictional drag coefficient, and u' is the mean cubed semidiurnal tidal current. The vertical scale is the number of optical depths kh in the
water column where k is the diffuse extinction coefficient. Equivalently, exp (-kh)
is the fraction of incident light found at the sea floor. Growth rate c, is not
presented explicitly.
Although he considered only chlorophyll a concentrations as a measure of production, Pingree's approach has the advantage that the axis parameters can be
directly measured (in the absence of sufficient current measurements, h/ u' can be
conveniently derived from numerical tidal models; Pingree, 1978; Bowman et al.,
1980).
Figure 3 suggests how Margalef's mandala maps directly into the s-kh diagram.
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Figure 4. Station positions (dots) and observed bulk stratification in Long Island and Block
Island Sounds, Sept. 13-21, 1978.

Values of s<l represent well mixed regions (high D) where nutrients are likely to
be uniformly high, while s>2 represents summer stratified regions 0ow D) where
nutrients are likely to be depleted in the euphotic zone. Intermediate values
(1 <s<2) are associated with marginally stratified frontal waters where a favorable
light regime coupled with a shallow thermocline may support high growth rates.
The four sequences of the mandala appear rotated and inverted by the transformation. Conditions favoring red tides (Region D) represent an anomaly since there
high nutrients are found in the presence of high light levels and low turbulence.
An example from Long Island and Block Island Sounds
A two week sampling cruise was made in Long Island and Block Island Sounds
near the fall equinox of 1978. This provided an initial opportunity to investigate
the control of stratification by tidal mixing variations in a major "moderately stratified" estuary and , if possible, to relate these variations to the distributions of major
phytoplankton taxonomic groups. The Sounds are favored estuarine environments
for these studies since they possess a wide range of light, depth, nutrient and tidal
streaming variations in a relatively small region. Hence we hope the data are near
synoptic.
A comprehensive discussion of the physical, chemical, and biological oceanography of Long Island Sound is Riley et al. (1956). A further, more detailed,
description of the physical oceanography is Riley (1956). Conover (1956) discussed
the seasonal succession of major taxonomic groups. The population in both inshore
and offshore stations was dominated by diatoms except in summer, when dinoflagellates and other smaller flagellates ("microflagellates") largely replaced the
diatoms. There was a clear-cut species succession, but with changes in the relative
importance of certain species from year to year.
Station positions and observed bulk stratification are shown in Figure 4. CID
profiles were taken at 109 stations with a modified Interocean 550 instrument. A
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Figure 5. Distribution of kh (extinction coefficient times depth), Sept. 13-21, 1978.

correlation coefficient r' of 0.62 was established between observed bulk stratifica3 .8 + 0.10 h/ u' (a-,, units
tion (6a-p / h) and h/ u' which varied as 10' 6a-p/h
m - 1 ); values of u were determined from historical current measurements (Bowman
and Esaias, 198 1). Submarine light levels and the extinction coefficient k were
measured with 2 Lambda Quantum sensors spaced vertically on a rigid pole 2 m
apart suspended in the water column.
Phytoplankton samples were gathered at each station in Niskin bottles from
within the euphotic zone, usually from the chlorophyll maximum. Organisms were
identified to species when poss ible. A "microflagellate" category was created for
the inclusion of those cells possessing flagell a that were not members of the dinoflagellate (div. Pyrrhophycophyta) classes. Specimen preparation and counting
methods are discussed in Schnitzer (1979). Vertical profiles of chlorophyll a were
determined with an in siJu profiling fluorometer calibrated, usually at three depths,
against extracted chlorophyll a values. Inorganic nutrients (NO, + NO,, PO,) were
measured with a Technicon Autoanalyzer.

=

Discussion of results

Physical properties and the description of the observed stratification are discussed
in Bowman and Esaias (1981). Briefly, the "central basin" contained a large
elliptical shaped body of stratified water surrounded by marginally stratified frontal
zones. The shallow (~12 m mean depth) western reaches supported a moderate
pycnocline since tidal streams diminish rapidly towards the head of the estuary.
Strong currents (~2-3 m sec- 1 ) through the narrow, deep, eastern passes (~50-80
m depth) to the Atlantic Ocean maintained well mixed conditions. This main
channel is flanked by the relatively highly stratified, embayments of Gardiners Bay
and Block Island Sound. Other locally mixed areas were located near headlands
shallows and islands.
'
Distribution of optical depths kh

Contours of kh (Fig. 5) tended to follow depth variations modulated by a gradual
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three fold increase in transparency from the eutrophic western Sound to the coastal
oceanic waters of the eastern parts. A sharp increase in turbidity and depth occurred at Station l (kh = 36) near the entrance to the highly eutrophic East River
(Bowman, 1977). The three enclosed maxima lay over corresponding depth depressions in the main channel axis of Long Island Sound.

Transverse sections

A section taken across the central basin provided some insight into the effects of
tidal stirring on stratification, nutrient and chlorophyll a distribution (Fig. 6 a-f) .
A local temperature maximum was found at the bottom of the estuary which was
an indication of early stages of fall overturning during a prior cooling event. Static
stability was maintained, however, by an increase of salinity with depth which
compensated for the destabilizing effects of temperature. Temperature increased
marginally again near the surface, due to the local heating during the fair weather
that prevailed during most of the experiment.
Although the central region was moderately stratified, evidence of vertical mixing
was found closer inshore, particularly intense near the Connecticut shore, where
strong tidal streams wash over shoal waters. Temperature and salinity were essentially density compensated in these coastal boundary zones , and ensured both high
nutrient concentrations and enhanced horizontal diffusion along isopycnal surfaces
into the central stratified zone. Indeed, nutrients were bountiful over the entire
section.
Nearshore, maximum chlorophyll a concentrations -14 mg m- 3 were located in
the productive frontal zones, dropping to about 8 mg m -, in the offshore chlorophyll maximum above the l % light level.

Distribution of diatoms and flagellates

Contours of diatom abundance (Fig. 7) showed highest concentration (-2xl0•
cells J- 1 ) in a narrow band in the near shore frontal zone along the Connecticut
coast. Local maxima with slightly lower values (-10' cells J-•) lay along the Long
Island north shore in the central and eastern sections, and in western Long Island
Sound. Minimum values were found at the confluence of Long Island and Block
Island Sounds, especially in the northern region where a tongue of low concentration extended up the central axis of Long Island Sound. Microflagellate concentrations were highest in the deepest regions of the stratified central basin (Fig. 8).
Relatively low values (<5xl0' cells 1- 1 ) were located in the deep but mixed eastern
passes.
Distributions of the three most abundant taxonomic groups are presented in
Schnitzer (1979). Microflagellates were by far the most widespread. The cliatoms
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Figure 6. Vertical sections across central basin of Long Island Sound, Sept. 13-21, 1978. 1be
section is delineated by tbe arrows in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Distribution of diatom abundance, Sept. 13-21, 1978.

Rhiz:.osolenia spp (R. setigera, R. stolterfothii, R . delicatula, R . fragilissma) were
the most abundant only in far eastern Block Island Sound. Skeletonema costatum
was most abundant in localized areas. Others in this group included Nitzschia
seriata and Thalassiorsira spp and small centrics (10-25 µ,m) . Dinoflagellates had
highest concentrations (~ 10' cells J- 1 ; not shown) in stratified western Long Island
Sound waters with a sharp decrease towards the eastern mouth and Block Island
Sound, where values stabilized at ~l.2x10' cells 1- 1 • Dinoflagellates never formed
more than 10% of any station count and often were much less than that. These
results are generally consistent with Conover's (1956) data, when dinoflagellates
started to decline in the fall when the deepening and gradual erosion of the pycnocline reduced stratification and began to bring nutrient rich water to the surface.

Application of the ••kh diagram
Two s-kh diagrams for diatoms and microflagellates are shown in Figure 9a and
b. Either h/ u' or 6uTl h serves as the horizontal scale. The horizontal dashed line
represents a water column depth equal to the 1 % light depth. Each dot derives
from a station where counts were obtained , and represents the bulk stability and
the optical depth of the water column, and not local values at the sample depth
(usually surface or at chlorophyll a maximum depth). Cell concentration contours
are drawn using a geometrical interval. These contours clearly demonstrate that a

Figure 8. Distribution of microflagellate abundance, SepL 13-21, 1978.
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Figure 9. a) s-kh diagram illustrating contours of constant concentration (cells 1-') of diatoms. The dashed vertical line represents a value of s traditionally associated with shallow
sea tidal mixing fronts. The solid vertical lines separate mixed, frontal, and stratified water.

unimodal distribution exists in both cases. Thus a functional relationship emerges
by mapping the data into the ecological space defined by the variables which affirms
in a quantitative way the results already observed. Highest diatom concentrations
are found in marginally stratified, well illuminated, shallow waters while microflagellates dominate in the surface layers of deeper, darker, stratified waters.
Discussion

Our intention in this paper has been to draw a common thread through some
theoretical contributions on the control of phytoplankton distributions and productivity by physical mechanisms and to relate these ideas to some preliminary
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b) s-kh diagram illustrating contours of constant concentration (cells 1-') of microflagellates.

observations in a major estuary. We have emphasized the importance of understanding spatial variations in vertical mixing on horizontal structure.
Neither the use of bulk stratification nor the stability index s contains any information on the vertical structure of turbulence and hence, the depth and intensity of
the pycnocline. Although the hypothetical density section shown in Figure 10a
exhibits three distinct hydrographic regimes, the water column bulk stratification is
the same. The resolution of the available data set shows that indeed there were
many examples where marked differences in the vertical structure of chlorophyll a
was associated with corresponding structure in the vertical density gradient (Fig.
!Ob). At this early stage of development of the s-kh diagram, our intent is to show
that to a first order, light levels and horizontal variations in tidal mixing do correlate
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Figure 10. a) H ypothetical density section with 3 hydrographic regions :
i) a shallow, intense pycnocline
ii) a diffuse linear density gradient
iii ) a deep, intense pycnocline
b) Some examples of density and chlorophyll a profiles from the cruise corresponding to
the three above regions. D epth in m.

with representative samples of major morphological classification (i.e., motility)
during this one cruise. One next step, to investigate the vertical structure of turbulence and its control of the phytoplankton abundance and productivity with
depth is much more difficult, although some progress has been made.
Further testing at different times during the growing season is necessary to test
our hypothesis that broad taxonomic classes prefer some characteristic and separable combination of light and turbulence levels, where turbulence is parameterized
by either a bulk stratification or the stratification index (or equivalently its inverse,
tbe kinetic energy dissipation rate per unit mass (C0 u'/ h) . Hopefully others will be
stimulated to test the generality of these ideas to other areas to determine whether
or not the approach has wide applicability to estuaries and coastal regions where
tidal mixing is an important physical process.
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